
Design Sprints 
in corporates.

The environment matters. A lot.



We worked with these major companies.



For more than 10 years I coached Agile 
teams. To make them work smarter and be 

more effective. I put emphasis on validated 
learning and creating maximum value.

Aart Verweĳ -“Always working smarter”
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7 months ➡ 6 weeks

We have to cut the DEV times like crazy!
2015





Waste is … a wasteThis smells



😲 
We were creating a big pile of digital waste



60% 
of the products were not contributing to business goals

How much you ask?



We came across Design Sprints

It was just what I was looking for 
In a fool proof recipe 
And fun to read
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But with a twist. Design Sprints are for startups. I adjusted the classical Design 
Sprint so that they are more successful in a corporate environment.

I now do Design Sprints exclusively



And I think in 2 years time this is a reality. Because why waste all your time and 
energy on assumptions, potentially wasting it?

I believe all projects should start with upfront validation
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Design Sprints happen in a bubble



I found Design Sprints to solve 
many common problems



It never is an idea problem

Cheap



• Minimise Risk – Test and learn about your new 
product idea before you invest.  

• Kill endless discussions and get moving -  
Often teams are stuck because of many options 
they have. Design Sprints get teams moving and 
change to happen. 

• Align the Team - Participants in a sprint are 
firmly aligned with the outcomes, so afterwards 
it’s easier to bring the project further.

I found Design Sprints to solve 
many common problems



You have to take extra care going into your Sprint.

Preparation for a Sprint: Carefully 
craft your bubble



And to be successful your conclusions 
need to live on after the bubble pops

Design Sprints happen in a bubble



1. Planning: Availability is always 
difficult



THURSDAY

Use feedback from 
all tests to create 
 clear next steps

Test the prototype 
with 5 consumers

WEDNESDAY

Design and build 
prototypes

Select best 
solutions

MONDAY

Produce 
solutions

Define the  
problem

Sprint Schedule - Week 1 
TUESDAY

Overnight: 
Quantitative validation with 

Digital Marketing techniques

Get out of the 
building: 

Gather insights from 
consumer interviews 

Client Us 



The Decider should understand office politics and have plenty autonomy to 
take the results further into the company.

2. Choose a heavy weight decider



So you can help the decider to be successful

3. Discuss the decider’s ultimate goal 
and possible pitfalls  



Usually the loudest or the most confident person pushes their ideas. The 
Design Sprint creates an equal environment so everyone has an equal voice. 
Everyone completes tasks silently and alone. 

4. Facilitation: Make sure everybody 
in the room is equal.



Essential for full buy-in after your Sprint. And saves you lots of headaches 
afterwards.

6. Invite important stakeholders as ‘Experts’



You have to take extra care presenting your ideas -so they’ll live after the sprint.

Popping the Bubble: share your 
conclusions.



Because you always have nay-sayers who easily dismiss results from only 5 
interviews

6. Extra validation



Help your team and decider. Together, craft a story to explain results. 
Explaining the process is just as important as the results themselves.

7. Report on the process as well as the results



The best way of doing this is in the Sprint room

CEO



Thats it.



And I think in 2 years time this is a reality. Because why waste all your time and 
energy on assumptions, potentially wasting it?

I believe all projects should start with upfront validation


